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1. Offline order entry & hold to sync orders

a. If you do not have cell service/wifi you can log in via offline mode. From here all
orders become ‘Pending orders’. These orders support full CRUD operations and
can later be ‘Published’ to D365 one at a time or in a full push.

b. When doing a full push you get redirected to a ‘Published orders’ screen that has
error handling built in to show the breakdown of created orders, partially created
orders, and failed orders.

2. Caching reference data
a. Users now have the option to pull down reference data from their D365 instance.

If they choose to do this the customer and item data will be searchable both by
name and number when creating orders and lines.

b. Users have the ability to manually refresh or clear reference data from the ‘User
Information’ page of the application.

3. Order entry flow change
a. Orders now begin by selecting a customer, with the support of the reference data

feature we can search and select via drop down.
b. Once a customer is selected the user can determine to create a new order in real

time or a ‘Pending order’ that can be published later.
c. From here a user will see a new grid view where they have a few choices. They

can start manually making a new order from scratch or they can choose to
‘Replace last order’ which will pull the most recent order for that customer and
populate all of the line information. From here the order can be updated as
desired.

4. General updates
a. Refactoring for readability and scalability.
b. Updating authentication system to remember logged in users until they choose to

log out or their auth expires to reduce friction on opening/closing application.
c. Adding additional error handling, batching, throttling checks, etc.


